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6 this manual is the guide that will allow you to configure and operate the airbus 320 with the most
realistic environment that is available. this manual will serve as a guide for the model's initial

operations and learning and is not intended to be a complete operations or learning manual. it is the
flight simulation operator who is responsible for training and the airbus 320 is the airline who is
responsible for delivering an airline ready aircraft to its customers. 6 2. select from the list the

control systems that you want to configure and configure them. to configure a control system you
must set the box beside it to the off position. the control system will be in the operational mode as
long as it is not set to off. you may configure the system that are in the active cockpit view. 4 there
are only 2 options when it comes to rudder pedal sensitivity, in single or dual mode. in dual mode

they will be calibrated as normal, it is just that your feet are both on the pedals. select your choice,
enter the following number into the green input num box using the mcdu keypad and then press ok
enter 4. set rudder sensitivity to 3.16 or 1.16 or similar based on the rudder pedal you have chosen

5. set which pedals you have chosen in step 4 to either rudder or right or left using the mcdu keypad
5. enter the following number into the green input num box using the mcdu keypad and then press

ok enter 6. set the throttle sensitivity to 3.16 or similar based on the throttle position you have
chosen and note that this is not the minimum sensitivity. be advised that should you not calibrate
your throttle to the correct minimum sensitivity and then have the minimum sensitivity set to a

higher value then the aircraft will not respond. 7. set your airbus 320 operations manual minimum
throttle to 3.16 and maximum throttle to 6.4 and note that this is the minimum and maximum value

or you will not be able to recover the airbus 320 from certain malfunctions.8. set the manual
minimum throttle to 3.
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a background music can be found under the sound/music folder. if you prefer a different one, please
send me an email and i will add it to the list. if you encounter any bugs or errors, you can report
them here. since this is a simulator, it does not make any sense to discuss about limits of your

computer or its resources. however, please make sure that you have enough ram (dram) and disk
space to run the game. a full description is available at github. this is the repository for all of our fsx
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and p3d addons. please do not modify anything in this file. instead, create a new file in this folder
and name it the same as the description. 6 note: in order to fly the airbus 320 you must first

understand the controls and the instrumentation on the airbus. the airbus has many instrument
panels and controls including the head up display (hud), the yoke and throttle controls, flight

controls, the flight management systems, navigation and other various instruments. the airbus 320
will operate with no, one or more of the pilot's control systems not operating. the system that is not
working may need to be turned off and on again to bring it back to its operational state. the control

system that is not working will be displayed with a red icon. you will have the ability to configure
each individual system or control that is not working. 6 you must configure the control systems that
you want to use in order to fly the airbus 320. to configure a control system you must set the box
beside it to the off position. you may only configure the systems that are in the operational mode.
these systems will be on the mfd (multi function display) in the active cockpit view. 5ec8ef588b
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